Abstract. In this paper we motivate the advantages of a unified, languageindependent concept for describing and defining navigation systems based on underlying graph structures. We expect that such an approach will lower the effort for implementing navigation systems with application frameworks while increasing the configurability and reusability of navigation systems at the same time. It also allows adapting navigation components to new data sources easily. A visual notation called Graph Access Pattern Diagrams (GAP-Ds) is outlined and its expressivity is demonstrated by examples.
Introduction
The non-scientific standard works on navigation design and Web information architecture (e.g. [1] , [2] or [3] ) distinguish between different basic types of content organization systems on the one hand and navigation systems build on top of it on the other hand. Organization systems define relations on content items on an abstract level. In contrast navigation systems provide hyperlinks between pages representing content items. The hyperlink structure differs from the content structure. In a hierarchical content structure e.g. the first level nodes and the third level nodes are not connected directly, but there will be a hyperlink from all third level pages to all first level pages in a global navigation system based on that hierarchy. If the underlying organization system is modeled as graph, different navigation systems can be described by simple patterns (Fig. 1) . For example a local navigation may render the hyperlinks to the page representing the parent item in the organization system and to all the children. The idea presented in this paper is to develop a formal notation for this kind of pattern. Our vision is a general, lightweight, applicationindependent concept for defining common navigation systems such as menus or navigation aids that are based on hierarchical, linear or networked content structures which can be modeled as graphs. According to [1] other forms of content organization are the database-model and social classification. The Web Engineering methods as WebML [4] or OOHDM [5] focus on the database-content-model and provide elaborated models for this purpose.
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Outline of a Notation for GAP-Ds
In this section we outline the basic elements (Fig. 2) of a notation for GAP-Ds that we are discussing at the moment and demonstrate their expressivity by examples. Since in the proposed approach navigation systems are modeled with GAP-Ds on top of graphs, a notation for describing them is the foundation. We propose to model organization systems as a graph with resources (1) as nodes and two types of edges, one representing succession (2) and the other representing subordination (3) . When modeling hierarchies with the subordination relation, siblings are always considered as successors too (10). A graph representing an organization system can be named and referred by [name] (5). The model also contains dictionaries that associate names with resources (4). This allows using different labels for the same resource depending on the navigation system. GAP-Ds describe the navigation options depending on the active resource (6) . The content relations are used to select neighbored resources. E.g. with the subordination symbol (3) all children of the active resource can be selected. A square indicates that that a hyperlink to a resource is displayed (7) . A wildcard symbol models repetition (8). A line crossing a relation symbol (9) indicates a mouseover-effect. Finally an abbreviation for modeling bi-directional relations seems useful (11). The examples in Fig. 3 illustrate the expressivity of these few elements.
Discussion and Ongoing Work
Before developing tools, we want to include the feedback from the community in our considerations.
We are also planning to analyze selected Web sites in order to evaluate which percentage of navigation systems can be described with GAP-Ds and how the notation can be extended while keeping the balance between simplicity and expressivity. It should be evaluated how quick developers can adopt and use the concept. Implementing a GAP-D editor and developing application-specific Solution Building Blocks [6] that are able to process GAP-Ds would be the next steps.
